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Hello and welcome to 2022’s first
issue of Dimensions of Imagination,
the official newsletter of the Rod
Serling Memorial Foundation.
Although 2022 is well underway,
this is our first chance to recap for
you what was a very busy and
productive 2021.
As most of you likely know, in 2021
the Foundation ran a Kickstarter
campaign, the goal of which was
to raise enough funds to install a
statue in Rod’s likeness in his beloved
Recreation Park in Binghamton,
New York. While we did not reach
our fundraising goal, over 200 of you
pledged more than $45,000 toward
our effort, and our campaign
generated tremendous interest
from local media and government

SERLINGFEST 2022

August 13, 2022
Details Coming Soon!
officials and an outpouring of public
goodwill. We have not abandoned
this project and, in fact, are now
more confident than ever that it will
come to fruition sometime soon.
Stay tuned!

Visit SerlingFest2022.com
for updates!
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The Rod Serling Memorial
Foundation
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Rod Serling’s achievements in
playwriting, speech making and
broadcasting are considerable
and important. As members of The
Rod Serling Memorial Foundation,
we dedicate ourselves to promote
and preserve this great man’s
contributions to the Arts and
Humanities.
We pledge to educate the public
about Rod Serling’s genius and
his passion, hoping that they will
understand and appreciate his
mastery of the creative arts, his
unique understanding of human
relationships, his esteem as a
writer, his generosity as a speaker
in and around Binghamton, and
his uncompromising commitment
to quality.
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ON THE COVER
Scott Morse is an award-winning storyteller
in film, television, graphic novels and
fine art. At age 19, Morse was mentoring
under animation legends Maurice
Noble and Chuck Jones... and was soon
production-designing and art-directing
animated movies and television shows
for Universal, Hanna-Barbera, Cartoon
Network, Nickelodeon and others. In 2005,
Morse joined Pixar Animation Studios as a
story artist -- eventually designing credit
sequences for Ratatouille and Wall*E, and
supervising story and directing short films
for the Cars franchise. While at Pixar, Morse
has helped to visually craft the stories for
Ratatouille, Wall*E, Brave, multiple Cars films, Toy Story 4, Soul, Luca,
and Turning Red.
In the world of comics and graphic novels, Morse has written
and drawn stories for Marvel (Elektra, Spider-Man), DC (Batman,
Catwoman, Harley Quinn and Plastic Man), Bongo (The Simpsons),
Dark Horse (Hellboy) and others. His original graphic novels include
work with Image Comics, ONI Press, Dark Horse Publishing, IDW
Publishing and Scholastic Books. Among these are Ancient Joe,
Southpaw, the Magic Pickle series, Dugout and the groundbreaking
fantasy epic Soulwind.
Morse lives in the Northern California Bay Area and can be found on
Twitter and Instagram as @crazymorse.
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Gail Flug - Board Of Directors, Member / Graphic Designer
For most of her professional life,
if someone mentioned Gail Flug
and The Twilight Zone in the same
sentence, they were most likely
referring to the Iron Maiden (or
maybe Rush) song by that title.
For several years, Gail was best
known as the “local rivet head”
who provided on-air news
segments for WBAB’s “Fingers’
Metal Shop” - one of the country's
first and longest-running heavy
metal radio shows. As a journalist,
Gail worked as the New York
correspondent for the U.K.
magazine, RAW, publishing a

bi-weekly column of music news,
reviews, and interviews. She has
published pieces in multiple other
music magazines including Hit
Parader, Rip, and Creem, as well as
a monthly column in Metal Edge.
But alongside her dedication to
music and music journalism was a
lifelong admiration for Rod Serling
and his most popular creation.
While continuing her career as
a journalist, Gail expanded into
graphic design. Since being
named to the Foundation’s Board
of Directors in 2021, she has utilized
these skills in redesigning the

Foundation’s newsletter into the
slick publication it is today.
Gail lives in Long Island, New York,
with her cats, Simba and Onyx,
and a massive collection of music
memorabilia.
For more information about Gail’s
work as a graphic
designer and writer,
visit www.gailflug.com.
Pictured: Gail at the “Walking
Distance” bandstand,
Recreation Park, Binghamton,
New York

RSMF ARCHIVE

16 & 35mm Films of Rod Serling Work
by Andrew Polak

The Twilight Zone and other Serling
works on the big screen with a
group of others. Thankfully, we still
get to experience that during our
SerlingFest celebrations.

In addition to our vast digital, DVD,
and videotape collection of Rod
Serling material, we have a decent
amount of original films on reels.
Back before the Internet, the Rod
Serling Memorial Foundation held
annual film festivals in Binghamton,
New York – Rod’s hometown.
During the 80s and early 90s,
having access to works by Rod
Serling were mostly limited to reruns
of The Twilight Zone episodes on
television. Mike Pipher, our archivist
at the time, collected many of
these films on the Foundation’s
behalf and that’s what we
screened at the film festivals.

Although the films are no longer
monetarily valuable, they harken
back to a simpler time and place
in history. Which brings to mind…
“Willoughby?” Maybe it’s wishful
thinking nestled in a hidden part
of man’s mind, or maybe it’s the
last stop in the vast design of
things. Whatever it is, it comes with
sunlight and serenity, and is a part
of The Twilight Zone.
Pictured: former RSMF President
Sybil Goldenberg poses with
reels from our archive; RSMF
Film Festival flyer, marquee and
audience, Binghamton, NY

Our collection ranges from
episodes of The Twilight Zone and
Night Gallery to some examples

that were rare at the time -- like
“Christmas for Sweeney,” the pilot
episode of The New People, and
Incident in an Alley. This exposed
many people to Rod’s broader

career that many weren’t (and
many still aren’t) aware of.
The Internet and digital age put an
end to our film festivals but there is
a certain enjoyment in watching

PASSINGS

IN MEMORIAM - Serling Alumni Lost in 2021
By Gail Flug

was inducted into the Television
Academy Hall of Fame in 2011.

The RSMF wishes to acknowledge
those within the Rod Serling realm
who passed away in 2021.

Peter Mark Richman (April 16, 1927
– January 14, 2021) was the Highway Patrol trooper, Robert Franklin,
in the Twilight Zone episode
entitled “The Fear.” His vast career
includes 30 films and hundreds of
television appearances, and he
is best recognized for recurring
characters on Three’s Company,
Beverly Hills: 90210, Santa Barbara,
and Dynasty. He was an accomplished playwright, novelist, stage
actor, voice-over artist, as well as
a successful painter; Richman’s
work was shown in seventeen
critically acclaimed one-man
exhibitions. He also sat on the
board of trustees of the Motion
Picture and Television Fund, which
awarded him the Silver Medallion
for Outstanding Humanitarian
Achievement in 1990.

Cloris Leachman (April 30, 1926
- January 27, 2021) is known
to Twilight Zone fans as Agnes
Fremont, the long-suffering mother
in the classic episode “It’s A Good
Life.” She reprised the role for a
sequel, “It’s Still A Good Life,” in
2003 for one of the TZ revivals,
and appeared on Night Gallery
in the Serling-penned segment,
“You Can’t Get Help Like That
Anymore.” These dramatic roles
are a contrast to her extensive
notoriety in television comedy. Her
iconic role as Phyllis Lindstrom on
The Mary Tyler Moore Show and
its spin-off series Phyllis earned
her two Emmy awards. In film,
Leachman won an Academy
Award in 1971 for The Last Picture
Show, yet is most memorable as
Frau Blücher in Mel Brooks’ 1974
classic Young Frankenstein. During
her seven-decade career, she
received 22 Emmy nominations,
8 Primetime Emmy Awards, one
Daytime Emmy Award, and

Yaphet Kotto (November 15,
1939 – March 15, 2021) played
Buckner in the heartwarming,
Serling-penned Night Gallery
episode “The Messiah on Mott
Street.” Although he was in many
well-received films, including
Alien, The Running Man, Live and
Let Die and Midnight Run, he is
likely best remembered for his
groundbreaking character on the
television show Homicide: Life on
the Street. Over seven seasons,
Kotto portrayed Lieutenant Al
Giardello, a widower proud of
his mixed Sicilian American and
African American heritage, a
role for which he was nominated
multiple times for the NAACP
Image Award for Outstanding
Actor in a Drama Series. His
passing at 81 was announced
on Facebook without noting his
cause of death.
Chuck Hicks
(December
26, 1927 –
May 4, 2021)
played the
champion B7
Boxing robot,
Maynard
Flash, in TWZ’s
“Steel.” He was a natural for the
role; he was the boxing champ of
the United States Fifth Fleet while
serving in the navy during World
War II and boxed professionally
under the name Chuck Daley.
His athletic capabilities got him
steady acting jobs but he was
more successful as a stunt double
and on-site stunt coordinator. Hicks
was a charter member and past
president of the Stuntmen’s Association of Motion Pictures and was
inducted into the Stuntmen’s Hall
of Fame. He passed away at 93,
six months after suffering a stroke.

Robert Hogan (September 28, 1933
– May 27, 2021) played Robert
Blake, the man Anne should have

married in “Spur of the Moment.”
He was a familiar face on television as a guest star/recurring
character in over 100 primetime
shows and soap operas over his
50-year career. He continued
acting despite being diagnosed
with Alzheimer’s disease in 2013
and died from complications of
pneumonia aged 87.

Joanne Linville (January 15, 1928
– June 20, 2021) played Lavinia
Godwin in “The Passerby.” Like
many actresses of the day, she
appeared on many popular television shows in the late 50s to the
80s, yet achieved cult status for
her portrayal of a Romulan commander in the Star Trek episode
“The Enterprise Incident.” In 1985,
she co-founded the Stella Adler
Academy of Acting & Theatre, a
prestigious acting school in Hollywood named after her friend and
acting mentor Stella Adler. Linville
continued to teach at the academy in her later years and also authored the 2011 book Seven Steps
to an Acting Craft. She was 93.

Richard Donner (April 24, 1930
– July 5, 2021) who was a highly
successful and respected filmmaker, directed six fifth-season TZ
episodes at the start of his career:
“Nightmare at 20,000 Feet,” “From
Agnes – With Love,” “Sounds and
Silences,” “The Jeopardy Room,”
“The Brain Center at Whipple’s”
and “Come Wander with Me.” He
is better known for major blockbusters including The Omen, Superman, The Goonies, Scrooged,
and all four movies in the Lethal
Weapon series. His production
company, The Donners’ Company, produced the Free Willy and
X-Men franchises as well the Tales
from the Crypt television series.
Donner’s death at 91 was reported as cardiopulmonary failure with
atherosclerosis as an underlying
cause. An extensive tribute is
featured in the RSMF Summer 2021
newsletter.

Michael Constantine (May 22,
1927 – August 31, 2021) played
Sheriff Koch in “I Am the Night
Color Me Black” and Wellman on
the Night Gallery episode “The Boy
Who Predicted Earthquakes.” Although he appeared on countless
television shows in guest and recurring roles since the late 50s, he
is best known for his Emmy-winning
portrayal of high school principal
Seymour Kaufman in Room 222.
And, despite having a film career
just as long, his most popular role
was in 2002 as Gus Portokalos in
the hit movie My Big Fat Greek
Wedding. Constantine died from
natural causes at age 94.

Dean Stockwell (March 5, 1936
– November 7, 2021) had a dual
role in the Twilight Zone episode “A
Quality of Mercy” - as American
Second Lieutenant Katell and a
Japanese soldier named Lt. Yamuri
in the Imperial Japanese Army. He
later appeared in “Room 2426,” an
episode of the first TZ revival series.
Dean was already an established,
award-winning screen and stage
actor before TZ (having made his
acting debut at the age of seven)
and enjoyed a long career before
retiring in 2015. His film credits
include Dune, To Live and Die in
L.A., Blue Velvet, Beverly Hills Cop
II, and Married to the Mob, the last
of which earned him an Academy
Award Best Supporting Actor nomination. On television, he appeared
regularly on Quantum Leap, JAG,
and Battlestar Galactica. Stockwell
died of natural causes at the age
of 85.
Betty White (January 17, 1922 –
December 31, 2021) never starred
in any of Rod’s teleplays but was
a dear friend to the Serling family.
They did not live far from each
other and would often get together
for visits or to go out for dinner. They
had a mutual love for animals;
Continued on following page

FOUNDATION
Clickbait from The Twilight Zone
by Steve Schlich, webmaster

group. Chat soon!

When we moved rodserling.com to
the Wordpress blog platform a few
years ago, I added a “Comments”
field to all posts. Fortunately, I
enabled moderating—every comment required my approval before
it could appear on the site. A wise
choice because soon enough, the
spam ‘bots discovered us.

NOTE: (Ahem). The DONATE button
is large, orange and alone at the
top right of every page. Also, we
have no RSS feed and are a website, not a blog.

Comments began to flood in—
more than half were ads for Cialis
or some other Erectile Dysfunction
treatment. Of course! In eight
months we got two actual comments, many dozens of drug ads
…and some three dozen mysteriously generic comments that
turned up on the same few pages
again and again. Clearly, their
internet addresses were being
passed around between an army
of spam ‘bots. Attack!
The comments were bona fide
twenty-first century spam. They
could apply to any writing on any
web blog -- anywhere. Many contained the same, unintelligible links
that you’d be crazy to try (and
not included here). Most were
compliments, or nearly illiterate
attempts. Unfailingly generic. The
repeat senders and familiar links
screamed obvious, dangerous
clickbait; stay away!
Here’s where the camera spins
to Rod Serling, standing off to the
side with a cigarette, waiting patiently for your attention. A large
number of these surreal comments
appeared without links. Who wrote
them? What was their purpose?
Welcome to a cyberspace corner
of the Twilight Zone…
It’s a pity you don’t have a donate
button! I’d most certainly donate
to this outstanding blog! I guess
for now i’ll settle for book-marking
and adding your RSS feed to my
Google account. I look forward to
brand new updates and will share
this website with my Facebook

each time i used to read smaller content that also clear their
motive, and that is also happening
with this paragraph which I am
reading at this place.
If you would like to grow your
knowledge just keep visiting this
website and be updated with the
latest gossip posted here.
Hi everyone, it’s my first pay a
quick visit at this web site, and
article is in fact fruitful designed for
me, keep up posting these types
of posts.
It’s very trouble-free to find out any
matter on web as compared to
textbooks, as I found this article at
this web site.
You could definitely see your
expertise within the work you write.
The arena hopes for more passionate writers like you who aren’t
afraid to say how they believe. All
the time follow your heart.
magnificent issues altogether,
you just won a logo new reader.
What could you suggest in regards
to your publish that you simply
made a few days in the past? Any
positive?
Hi to every , as I am really eager
of reading this website’s post to
be updated regularly. It carries
nice material.
NOTE: “Updated regularly” is a
familiar theme in comments. Full
disclosure: that would be our
Facebook page. The website
tends to grow in random, infrequent chunks.
I have been exploring for a bit for
any high quality articles or blog

posts on this kind
of space Exploring in Yahoo I at
last stumbled
upon this site.
Studying this info
So i am glad
to convey that
I have a very
good uncanny
feeling I came
upon exactly
what I needed. I
so much without
a doubt will
make certain to
do not omit this website and provides it a look on a
relentless basis.
I was recommended this website
by my cousin. I am no longer
certain whether or not this put up is
written through him as no one else
understand such precise about my
problem. You are amazing! Thanks!
The idea of extra dimensions isn't
new, but Landsberg believes
these dimensions are much larger
than previously estimated—a
fraction of a millimeter in diameter, which in subatomic terms is
huge. The simplest way to test the
existence of these extra dimensions is to produce a collision of
subatomic particles in the collider
and observe whether any of
the debris it produces suddenly
disappears. That would suggest
the particles have gone off to one
of the undiscovered dimensions.
By determining the number of
particles that have disappeared,
physicists could gauge how big
these dimensions are.
NOTE: At least this comment referenced something about the The
Twilight Zone — the fifth dimension
that Rod describes in his introduction to the show. But not really…
I just could not go away your site
before suggesting that I actually
enjoyed the standard info a person supply in your guests? Is going
to be back continuously to investi
Continued from previous page

Rod and the family’s Irish setter,
Michael, (pictured left) appeared
on her short-lived, syndicated show
The Pet Set. White was a regular
guest on Rod’s game show, Liar’s
Club during its initial 1969–70 run
(coincidently, her husband Allen
Ludden took over as host during its
mid-70s run). This is just a footnote
in White’s substantial career in
the entertainment industry which
spanned over seven decades.
Regarded as a pioneer of television,
she was one of the first women to

do People
actually read
this silly,
ridiculous,
nonsensical
doggerel?

gate cross-check new posts
Best state in UK !!
This is series i have ever seen ! !
I go to see each day a few web
pages and information sites to
read articles or reviews, except
this website presents quality based
articles.
Excellent site. Lots of useful information here. I’m sending it to
a few friends ans also sharing in
delicious. And of course, thanks
for your sweat!
excellent points altogether, you
just gained a new reader. What
would you recommend in regards
to your post that you made some
days ago? Any positive?
Thanks a lot for your post. I’d like
to write my opinion that the tariff
of car insurance differs a lot from
one policy to another, due to the
fact there are so many different
facets which contribute to the
overall cost. For instance, the
model and make of the vehicle
will have a tremendous bearing
on the price. A reliable ancient
family car or truck will have an
inexpensive premium over a flashy
sports vehicle.
NOTE: I have a pristine Model A
that you might like to check out...
have control both in front of and
behind the camera and is recognized as the first woman to produce
a sitcom. Her major competitive
awards include five Primetime Emmys, a Daytime Emmy, a Grammy
Award, and two Screen Actors
Guild Awards. Her honorary awards
include the 2009 Screen Actors
Guild Life Achievement Award,
the 2010 Britannia Awards Charlie
Chaplin Award for Excellence in
Comedy, and the 2015 Daytime
Emmy Lifetime Achievement Award.
Sadly, she passed 17 days short of
her 100th birthday.

SERLINGFEST 2021
by Nick Parisi
After presenting a very successful
“Virtual SerlingFest” in 2020, our
in-person celebration returned to
Binghamton in 2021. Our guest of
honor was Marc Zicree, author
of the seminal The Twilight Zone
Companion, and it’s hard to say
who enjoyed themselves more –
Marc or everyone who came out
to see him. This was Marc’s first trip
to Binghamton and he will almost
certainly return.
The first full day of SerlingFest 2021
was spent at the beautiful Broome
County Forum Theatre. Just like
past SerlingFests, our guests and
presentations explored a mix of
Rod’s work from different eras.

Marc sat for an hour of chatting
about the research and writing
of what has become known as
the “Twilight Zone Bible” and we
were then joined by Anne Serling
and (virtually) by Richard Christian
Matheson and Christopher Beaumont for an hour of reminiscing
about their brilliant fathers: Rod,
Richard Matheson, and Charles
Beaumont.
Following this “Children of the
Zone” panel, we were treated to a
truly “one time only” performance
of “O’Toole from Moscow,” a
baseball-themed comedy that
Rod wrote for a series called Matinee Theatre in 1955. Our Board
member, Joe Bardales, directed (and acted in) this reading/

performance that was arranged
by journalist and author, John Kiesewetter, who also played the part
of the baseball announcer.
We were later joined (virtually)
by Scott Skelton and Jim Benson,
co authors of Rod Serling’s Night
Gallery: An After-Hours Tour. We
look forward to a new, expanded
edition of this “Night Gallery Bible”
sometime this year.
On Sunday, we shifted festivities to
the Helen Foley Theatre, located
in Binghamton High School, where
we screened one of Rod’s very
early pieces of work: “No Gods to
Serve,” from a series called The
Storm. Marc Zicree joined us again
for what was intended to be a

“Stump Zicree” trivia contest, but
morphed into a one-hour audience-participation Q&A session
full of energy, laughs, and informative conversation. Binghamton
High’s Larry Kassan then discussed
Rod's Binghamton ties and the legacy of Rod’s early mentor, Helen
Foley; musicologist Reba Wissner
detailed the unique music found
in Rod Serling’s Night Gallery; and
blogger Paul Gallagher closed out
our event with a detailed breakdown of Rod’s many Night Gallery
scripts that were adapted from
short stories.
Plans for SerlingFest 2022 are well
underway, so keep visiting us at
rodserling.com, or at our Facebook page for updates.

ROD SERLING

A Contemporary LOOK at SEVEN DAYS IN MAY
By Tony Albarella
I frequently return to Seven Days in
May as a highlight in Rod Serling’s
relatively sparse screenwriting
career. It’s his most popular solescreenwriting credit (his Planet
of the Apes script being heavily
rewritten) and also his most
blatantly political one. Serling often
wore his politics on his sleeve and
incorporated political views into his
writing, but seldom as directly as he
did with Seven Days In May.
Written in 1962 by Charles W.
Bailey II and Fletcher Knebel, the
bestselling novel Seven Days in
May posits a future right-wing
military coup attempt of a leftwing presidential administration.
Rod Serling adapted the book
for a film released on February
12, 1964. Serling’s sensibilities only
sharpened the novel’s warring
political perspectives, and Director
John Frankenheimer’s tight
framing allowed the writer’s terse,
biting dialogue to take center
stage as characters confronted
each other in verbal battles on
political, hierarchical, and even
romantic fronts.
Another reason I revisit this script
is because it contains a sort of
electrical charge that is closely
echoed in today’s politics.
Days after the January 6, 2021
insurrection and its attempt to
circumvent the democratic
process, I found the movie’s
theme relevant enough for a
plot point comparison (“Several
Hours in January” can be found
in our Winter, 2021, issue of this
newsletter). Now I’d like to present
a view from a contemporary
perspective.
Prior to the film launch, LOOK
magazine released a feature
with the provocative subtitle of
“The Movie the Military Shunned.”
Written by the novel’s co-author
himself, Fletcher Knebel, the
article is half puff-piece and half
ginned-up controversy; Knebel
knows what he’s doing here, and
how best to promote the film
in a household magazine with
a circulation of over 7.4 million
copies. He is duly impressed
by the “process” of Director
Frankenheimer and scenes
he witnessed being filmed
between Fredric March and Burt
Lancaster. Knebel also plays up
the frosty reaction of the Defense
Department when it was denied
review access to the script.
Military push-back over negative
depiction in film was hardly new

Top: Burt Lancaster on the set of Seven Days In May; Book cover.
Bottom: Cover and LOOK magazine article - November 19, 1963
at the time, but nothing whets the
public’s appetite for a political
thriller like governmental refusal to
cooperate.
To his credit, Knebel takes time to
comment on the contributions of
the film’s screenwriter. “The script
for the movie was done by Rod
Serling, writer of The Twilight Zone
television series. Serling completed
the scenario while he was a writerin-residence at Antioch College in
Ohio. Preserving the basic story, he
made a number of improvements
that the book’s authors liked.
But the authors also felt that in
Serling’s hands the script had
become more anti-military in tone.
Without experience in writing for a
dramatic medium, they failed to
realize how a bare script could be
modified by techniques of acting
and direction. Serling knew very
well how a Lancaster could lend
depth and sincerity to his general.”
As to the behind-the-scenes
movie-making aspects presented,
even this seasoned Serling scholar
learned a few new things. The riot

scene outside the White House
was filmed on July 27 – two days
after Kennedy initiated a nuclear
ban treaty with Moscow. Real
pickets had to be shunted down
the block by police to make
way for fictional ones. The White
House swimming pool, which the
Kennedys had just decorated with
a large mural, was depicted by
renting out the Glendale YMCA
pool and painting a duplicate
mural. Smashed plane parts
were purchased for $1,400, and
$600 was spent to transport
them to California’s Chocolate
Mountains for filming. The White
House elevator was built in
exacting three-story-high detail on
Paramount’s lot for a scene lasting
only seconds.
The most shocking aspect of the
article is the date it debuted:
November 19, 1963, three days
before the assassination of
President Kennedy. Cracking
this issue open fresh from the
newsstands, middle-class America
of late 1963 was enticed to see
the forthcoming film because

of the glamorous White House
set decoration, the high-profile
stars involved, and the fictional
it-can't-happen-here-but-whatif-it-did plotting of another tense
Frankenheimer political thriller.
Seventy-two hours later, American
life came to a screeching halt,
its people thrust into shock and a
period of national mourning.
That, ultimately and in retrospect,
is what interests me most about
this time capsule of an article.
I'd love to know, and can never
find out, how differently a jaded
and more cynical audience
ultimately viewed the film when
it was released in a much darker,
murkier cultural environment. The
LOOK issue debuted in the waning
moments of American innocence,
at a time when Hollywood
heroics and American political
royalty held all the shine of the
movie-making gossip periodicals
so ravenously devoured by the
public. But the ink was barely dry
when an assassin's bullet forever
destroyed the idyllic, fragile vision
of Kennedy's Camelot.

THE COMPLETE COLLECTION OF...
The Twilight Zone: Alternate Dimensions

By Nick Parisi
When The Twilight Zone debuted
on October 2nd, 1959, television
viewers had never seen anything
like it. Or had they? In truth, if a
fanatical television watcher (or
radio listener) had been blessed
with perfect recall, no fewer than
a half-dozen Twilight Zone episodes
would have seemed familiar.
1. “What You Need”
Rod Serling’s first-season
adaptation of this short story by
Henry Kuttner and C.L. Moore
(under the pseudonym, Lewis
Padgett) was first adapted for
television seven years earlier on
the series Tales of Tomorrow (to
which a young Rod Serling had
unsuccessfully pitched a few story
ideas). This earlier production has
since been included in Blu-ray
collections of The Twilight Zone.
While the original short story
involves a machine with miraculous
fortune-telling abilities, Serling’s
adaptation gives these powers
to an elderly peddler played by
Ernest Truex. In an early scene,
the peddler gives a train ticket
to a washed-up baseball pitcher,
“Lefty,” who does not yet know
that he will need this ticket to travel
to a minor league coaching job
he's about to be offered. If our
hypothetical television fanatic had
truly perfect memory, he might
also recognize that this character
(or an “alternate universe” version
of him, at least) had previously
appeared on television as Lefty
O’Bannion, the title character of
Serling’s “Welcome Home, Lefty”
on Lux Video Theatre.
2. “One for the Angels”
Another story concerning a
sidewalk peddler, “One For the
Angels” starring Ed Wynn as Lew
Bookman, also found its way to
television much earlier than its
incarnation on The Twilight Zone.
This story began as “The Pitch,” a
1952 episode of a series that Serling
wrote for WKRC in Cincinnati, The
Storm. In 1954 it was produced
again, this time for the series
Danger, and this time with the title
“One for the Angels.” Though these
earlier versions share protagonists
with their Twilight Zone counterpart,
neither involves any element of
fantasy. The Twilight Zone’s version
requires Bookman to make a “pitch
for the angels” to save the life of a
young girl. In these earlier versions,
Bookman’s younger brother is in
danger of being gunned down by
mobsters, and so Bookman must
make a sales pitch so spellbinding

Clockwise from top left: William Redfield in Tales of Tomorrow’s “What You Need;” Bill and Liliana Mumy in
“It’s Still a Good Life” (2002 reboot); Richard Mulligan in “Night Of The Meek” (1985); Kevin McCarthy in
Twilight Zone: The Movie; James Dean and John Carradine in “The Hound of Heaven”
that a crowd of people will
protectively surround his brother
throughout the night.
3. “The Hitch-Hiker”
Another first-season entry with
much earlier roots, “The HitchHiker” was adapted from a radio
script by Louise Fletcher, which
was produced on radio no less
than three times, the first as
early as 1942. In his adaptation,
Serling changed the protagonist
from male to female, and gave
her Anne Serling’s childhood
nickname, Nan.
4. “The Incredible World of
Horace Ford”
When discussing the “Golden Age”
of television, and the writers who
made it so, a group of names is
invariably mentioned alongside
Rod Serling: Paddy Chayefsky,
Horton Foote, Tad Mosel, Gore
Vidal, and Reginald Rose. Of this
honored group, only Rose scripted
an episode of The Twilight Zone. He
did not, however, originally write it
for this series.
“The Incredible World of Horace
Ford,” Rose’s contribution to the
fourth season of hour-long Twilight
Zone episodes, first aired as an
episode of Studio One on June
13, 1955.
5. “The Hunt”
Perhaps the most memorable of
eight Twilight Zone scripts written
by Earl Hamner, Jr., “The Hunt”
(like “Horace Ford”) was originally
written and produced for another
series. Under the title, “The Hound
of Heaven,” Hamner’s story
aired on The Kate Smith Hour, on
January 15, 1953. This production
included an appearance by a
twenty-one-year-old James Dean,
who would star in Serling’s “A Long

Time Till Dawn” later that year, on
Kraft Theatre.
6. “An Occurrence at Owl
Creek Bridge”
It’s commonly known that The
Twilight Zone’s version of Ambrose
Bierce’s “An Occurrence at Owl
Creek Bridge” was an edited
version of a French short film,
which had won the Palm d’Or
at the Cannes Film Festival. Not
as well known is the fact that
Bierce’s story had also been
produced as an episode of Alfred
Hitchcock Presents, airing on
December 20, 1959.
Rod Serling was a prolific writer. He
also frequently recycled his own
material. Sometimes this provided
a chance to explore a story from
a different point of view, to give a
story a different spin, or to delve
deeper into a story by expanding
it from a half-hour to an hour
or longer. In addition to direct
recycling, there are themes that
the writer was particularly fond of
exploring dramatically, and these
themes crop up continuously
throughout his body of work.
For these reasons, Twilight Zone
viewers can find vast resonances
throughout Serling’s earlier (and
later) work. Concerning earlier
“versions” of The Twilight Zone,
however, two additional examples
stand apart from the rest:
1. “In Praise of Pip”
The first act of “In Praise of Pip,”
Serling’s sentimental story starring
Jack Klugman and Billy Mumy, was
recycled verbatim from the second
act of “Next of Kin,” Serling’s first
script to air on Kraft Theatre, April
8, 1953. “Next of Kin” told the story
of three distinctly different families/
people who receive “missing in
action” telegrams from the war

department. The second of these
is Max Phillips, a frequently drunk,
small-time bookie, who would later
be played brilliantly by Klugman.
While Kraft Theatre’s version ends
with Phillips wielding a switchblade
to ward off a mob boss, Moran,
The Twilight Zone’s version follows
Phillips out into the street, where he
will soon meet the ghostly image of
his dying son, Pip.
2. “The Mighty Casey”
“The Mighty Casey,” Serling’s
comedic story about a robotic
baseball pitcher, shares several
character names and exchanges
of dialogue with Serling’s earlier
baseball-themed play, “Old
MacDonald Had a Curve.” In
both, Jack Warden plays the role
of “Mouth” McGarry, the team’s
manager.
Transitioning from past to future,
here are a few notable “alternate”
versions of Twilight Zone episodes
that were produced after the series
finished its five-year run in 1964:
In 1982, Ray Bradbury’s “The
Electric Grandmother” was
produced with that title as a
television movie. Bradbury’s short
story had earlier been adapted
as the third season’s “I Sing the
Body Electric.”
In 1983, Twilight Zone: The Movie
remade three original series
episodes: “Kick the Can,” “It’s a
Good Life,” and “Nightmare at
20,000 Feet.”
CBS’s 1985 revival of The Twilight
Zone (and the 1989 syndicated
Twilight Zone, to which it was
connected) remade: “Shadow
Play,” “The After Hours,” “Night of
the Meek,” “A Game of Pool,”
Continued on following page
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Serling/Zone Fandom In Canada
By Shelley Young
As a Canadian child of the 1970s,
I was not lucky enough to see
episodes of the The Twilight Zone
or Rod Serling’s Night Gallery as
they originally aired on television.
My parents watched both shows
during their first runs, experiencing
the anticipation as they excitedly
waited for the following week’s
episodes. Instead, I was treated
to reruns of these shows. I don’t
recall seeing Night Gallery as
often, but I remember watching
The Twilight Zone during my school
lunch breaks growing up.
Back then, fans didn’t have
access to television shows the way
we do today. We couldn’t just
pop in a DVD, cue it up on Netflix
or other online channels. The TV
Guide helped to figure out when
certain shows would be on, then
we would promptly set our VCRs
to record reruns on VHS cassettes
as they aired for later viewing.
More serious Zone fans like myself
were lucky to find the full-page
CBS Video Library advertisement
in magazines; then we hurriedly
ordered the complete TZ series
exclusively distributed by mail
order service via Columbia House.
This collection featured all 156
episodes, and I eventually collected
the whole set, thanks to my first
minimum wage part-time job.
Each month a new VHS cassette
arrived so I would retreat to
my bedroom, telling my family
to leave me alone to watch.
Whether we watched via rerun
or VHS cassette 20 years after it
first aired, new & old fans alike
continued to access classic
Twilight Zone shows and held it in
as high a regard as the fans from
decades past did.
I was thrilled when my high
school English teacher showed
“Miniature” in class. He was
pleased that I was familiar with
the series, and was impressed
that I was a fan. I shared his
disappointment that none of my
classmates really knew about The
Twilight Zone. Some had heard of
Continued from previous page

and “Dead Man’s Shoes” (as
“Dead Woman’s Shoes”).
The Twilight Zone reboot that ran
from 2002-2003 remade “Eye of
the Beholder” and “The Monsters
are Due on Maple Street” (as “The
Monsters are on Maple Street”),
and also produced a sequel to
“It’s a Good Life” titled “It’s Still

Left - Right: Shelley at “Serling Birthday Bash” in Toronto; “Bash” poster; Shelley with Anne Serling
it, but most hadn’t watched it. I
still applaud that teacher’s efforts
to bring TZ to the next generation!
These days, viewing The Twilight
Zone in Canada is more difficult.
You’re lucky to catch an episode
unless you stay awake until the
wee hours of the morning - IF it airs
at all. However, I CAN search my
satellite TV guide and set timers
to record all TZ episodes that
air, even if I don’t watch them
right away. I’d like to think that if
someone out there is watching,
viewer ratings will remain high
enough to keep The Twilight Zone
on television for years to come.
People who can access the New
Year’s Eve & July 4th TZ marathons
in the USA don’t realize how lucky
they are. Such marathons don’t
happen in Canada. Instead,
Canuck fans dig out their TZ DVDs
and follow along using a list of
episodes on SyFy or the Decades
channel. In doing so, this provides
fans north of the border with a
feeling of inclusion in the TZ fan
collective. There’s just something
special about viewing episodes
in real-time with like-minded fans
(even if our timing is slightly off)!
Recently, a member of
my growing “Twilight Zone:
Canadian Fan Facebook” group
commented that “hardcore
Canadian TZ fans work harder
to be Zone fans, to share the
experience, to seek out the shows
a Good Life,” again starring Bill
Mumy and Cloris Leachman.
In 2000 a bland but enjoyable
cable TV movie, For All Time,
premiered. A time travel story
starring Mark Harmon, the credits
indicate that the film was “Based
on The Twilight Zone episode
“A Stop at Willoughby” by Rod
Serling.”

and memorabilia, and encourage
the next generation to engage
with TZ content and get the
‘bug.’” This totally hits the nail on
the head.
On occasion, Twilight Zone/Serling
related events DO happen on
Canadian soil, in person and
online. Thanks to increasing social
media popularity, fans have come
together to attend Canadian
events such as:
May 2015: Toronto Jewish Film
Festival - Anne Serling educated
fans about her famous Dad
and the evolution of his work -highlighted by viewing episodes
of TZ & The Loner, along with 4 of
Rod’s films.
December 2017: RETROPATH
Rod Serling Birthday Bash a handful of Twilight Zone
episodes were shown in a
theatre setting in Toronto.
November 2019: Fathom Events
& CBS Home Entertainment’s
Twilight Zone 60th Anniversary
celebration - digitally restored
versions of 6 quintessential
episodes to select movie
theatres across Canada & the
USA.
As for Zone/Serling related events
happening outside of Canada
-- a handful of faithful fans make
the trek to the writer’s hometown
-- Binghamton, NY -- for gatherings
In 2011, the Hugh Jackman film,
Real Steel, acknowledged that it
was based on Richard Matheson’s
short story (and Twilight Zone
episode), “Steel.”
While CBS All Access’s recent
Twilight Zone series did not remake
any episodes from the original
series, its debut, “Nightmare at
30,000 Feet,” used Matheson’s

such as “Twilight Zone Comes
Home” and “SerlingFests.” Would
love to have more Canadians
attending these events; maybe
someday a SerlingFest will happen
on Canadian soil!
Canuck fans are proud to have
Zone alumni involved with each
series from the classic episodes
through to the latest reboots. Turns
out there’s quite a list of Canadian
TZ talent: William Shatner, James
Doohan, Lloyd Bochner, Ruta
Lee, Suzanne Lloyd and Joseph
Wiseman, just to name a few!
All Twilight Zone reboots (1985,
2002 and 2019) were produced in
Canada. The 1985 version featured
many Canadian actors, including
TV personality Robin Ward who
narrated the final 1988-1989 season.
They clearly took advantage of the
tax credits afforded by filming north
of the border.
Speaking of reboots, Canadian
channel CITY TV aired the 2019
reboot weekly -- months after it
was released online at CBS All
Access. This meant we were able
to watch the newest installment
of the series and didn’t have to
pay - score!
Rod Serling may not be from the
Great White North, but he and
his body of work continues to be
remembered and appreciated by
loyal fans across Canada. Quite
the accomplishment, eh?
“Nightmare at 20,000 Feet” as
a springboard for a significantly
different story, and the series’ final
episode, “You Might Also Like”
included an appearance by the
Kanamits, first seen in the classic,
“To Serve Man.”
The Twilight Zone universe is truly
as vast as space - and as timeless
as infinity.
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A Fellow “Zoner” Shows Us His Props
By Michael Lynn

Ericson “cobra phone” just like
the one seen in the front room of
the home in “Third From The Sun,”
“Eye of the Beholder,” and in the
office of the doctor in “Number
Twelve Looks Just Like You.” I got
it from a fellow who specializes in
refurbishing these “cobra phones.”
I’m also searching for some of the
statuary that appears in “Number
Twelve.”

I want to share with you a
collection I am building of “props”
from The Twilight Zone. I want to
make clear these are not actually
episode-used props from the
series. Most of those have been
lost to history and previous sales a
long time ago.
What I have been hunting for are
exact duplicates that would be
contemporaneous to the originals.
For example, after several years of
searching online and contacting
dozens of vintage clothing
store vendors, I found an exact
duplicate of the 1950/60 Pali
Hawaiian Style Hawaiian shirt worn
by Jack Weston in “The Monsters
Are Due On Maple Street.” It was
in the personal collection of the
owner of Vintage On Hollywood
in California. He was willing to part
with it for a Twilight Zone-esque
price but I went for it. It’s an XL but
actually fits my medium frame.
I’ve worn it to some of the lectures
I do on The Twilight Zone & Rod
Serling at the College of DuPage
in Glen Ellyn, Illinois. It always leads
to a lot of fun conversation.

I’m always searching for original
props and original scripts as well,
but my “just like the one in the
Twilight Zone” props are what I
really enjoy.

CALLING ALL FANS! WE ASK YOUR HELP!
Dimensions Of Imagination is continually expanding with more
intriguing topics, exclusive articles and rare photos.
We are committed to educating and immortalizing Rod Serling’s
works and achievements, but are also dedicated to fellow Serling
enthusiasts who keep the foundation funded. With this in mind, we
want to hear from you about interesting ideas and suggestions for
our newsletter and events.

I also found a Landi chair which
is actually a highly collectible,
aluminum, modern style casual
chair. I happened across an
affordable one on eBay after
about a year of searching. This
type of chair was featured in
“Number Twelve Looks Just Like
You” and “The Lonely.” I use it in
my office.

Is there a topic you want us to cover in the newsletter? Is there
a website, blog or podcast we should know about? Do you wish
to share your one-of-a-kind item, tattoo, original artwork, or an
extensive collection of anything Serling-related for the Fandom
section? Should we do more in-person and virtual events to
enhance your membership experience?
We promise our board of directors will consider everything, and
placement in the newsletter is not guaranteed, but let’s hear it!
Send your thoughts, links, and photos to GailFlug@rodserling.com.

Finally, I have a like new, mid-50s

RSMF PHOTO GALLERY

Rare Photographs from Our Archive

Rod Serling is one of the few
television writers to have achieved
“star” status, and promotional
images of him aren’t hard to
come by. As on-camera host
of The Twilight Zone and Night
Gallery -- his face came to be as

recognizable as many movie stars.’
However, in the later part of his
career -- between 1967 and
1975 -- Serling enjoyed teaching
his craft to up-and-coming
young writers in the School of

Communications at Ithaca
College. Photos of Serling on
campus are rare, and these
images, taken in 1968 show
how television-radio faculty also
benefited from Serling’s presence.
Here, young Assistant Professor

Bill Harrison is shown apparently
getting a video critique from “the
master.”
Photos: C. Hadley Smith, courtesy
Rod Serling Archive at Ithaca
College

TWILIGHT ZONE

What’s The Best Episode Of The Twilight Zone?
By Gordon C. Webb
If you ask a group of people
what their favorite Twilight Zone
episode is, you’ll probably get
a broad range of answers. The
156 episodes in the original series
provide such a variety of themes
in a multitude of genres -- it’s no
surprise that there’s never been
one, single, definitive top-ten list of
“the best Twilight Zone shows.”
We thought it might be fascinating
to find what the “faves” are
among members of our Board of
Directors. The Rod Serling Memorial
Foundation board includes several
Serling scholars and published
authors, people who knew the
author personally, as well as diehard Serling fans... and members
of Rod Serling’s family.
So – we asked them to submit their
own “top-ten” lists, and the result
is both confirming and mysterious.
While the Board’s collective
favorite – “Walking Distance”
-- won by a mile, the results of
our informal survey reflect the
diversity of opinion demonstrated
in most other attempts to answer
the question: “What’s the best
episode of The Twilight Zone?”
“Walking Distance” appears on
many other lists of the “Top 10 TWZ
Episodes. Serling’s poignant story
of a big-city businessman visiting
his old hometown is recognized as
a clear example of Serling’s best
work. By the time he wrote this
script he was a famous Hollywood
star... living life at a fast pace as
he tried to “stay on top.” It’s easy
to make the “autobiographical”
connection as we see the
protagonist, in classic Twilight Zone
style, travel back in time from the
present day (1959) to the bucolic
home of his childhood – 25 years
earlier:
ACT TWO
FADE ON:
EXT PARK DAY A LONG SHOT
DOWN A TREE-LINED PATH
It’s warm and summery and
occasionally kids flit by
carrying cotton candy, ice
cream cones, et al. Turning the bend and becoming
visible facing the camera
is Martin. He walks slowly, drinking in the sights
and sounds as he does so.
Off in the distance is the
sound of a calliope. Its
tinny, ragtime dissonance
so rich in nostalgia that

		

BOD TOP TEN RANKING-BASED
ON 12 LISTS SUBMITTED
TITLE

1.
2.
3.
4.
TIED
TIED
7.
8.
9.
TIED.
TIED

RANK*

WALKING DISTANCE
MONSTERS ARE DUE ON MAPLE STREET
DEATHS-HEAD REVISITED
IN PRAISE OF PIP
OBSOLETE MAN
TIME ENOUGH AT LAST
A STOP AT WILLOUGHBY
NOTHING IN THE DARK
EYE OF THE BEHOLDER
THE SHELTER
NICK OF TIME

NUMBER OF
TOP PICKS**

85
66
43
34
30
30
29
27
23
17
17

5
2
1
0
0
2
0
1
0
0
0

*The Top Favorite in each list scored 10 points;
the bottom favorite scored 1 point
** No. of voters choosing this title as their top favorite
Martin has to pause
momentarily and listen.
TRACK SHOT WITH HIM
As he walks down the path
taking in passing sights
like an organ grinder, a
cotton candy vendor, a
good humor man and children – always children.
The path branches off and
at this fork Martin stops
and looks across at a
clearing.
Rod Serling’s actual hometown
was MY hometown – Binghamton, NY – a prosperous, medium-sized city on the border
between New York and Pennsylvania. Although my own
childhood memories are of a
Binghamton 25 years later -- his
description of “Homewood” in his
script ring true for me. And years
later – as a professor teaching

scriptwriting at Ithaca College – I
often screened this episode for
my students. Once, as the lights
were turned back on, a student
caught me wiping my eyes, and
asked: “What’s wrong, Professor Webb?” I wasn’t sure she’d
understand, and I just replied
“That’s an example of truly
GREAT writing...” and continued
my analysis of Serling’s work.
As far as the rest of the RSMF
Board “rankings” – we’ll let you
decide if you agree with their
collective “Top 10.” And, we’ve
also provided all of the individual
lists so you can compare those
as well. In future issues, we plan
to highlight why certain Board
members chose the ones they
did, including a few episodes that
only ONE PERSON selected as
their favorite.
Just for fun -- try this yourself... ask
your friends, or members of your

own family what THEIR fav TWZ
episode is. You may not agree
– but that makes it even more
interesting. In comparing notes
and discussing the stories conjured
up in the mind of Rod Serling -- you
may rediscover the magic that is
The Twilight Zone.
RSMF Board of Directors’ Top 10s
TONY ALBARELLA:
Walking Distance
In Praise of Pip
Deaths-Head Revisited
The Monsters are Due on
Maple Street
The Shelter
Nick of Time
On Thursday We Leave for Home
A Stop at Willoughby
A Passage for Trumpet
Changing of the Guard
JOE BARDALES:
Time Enough at Last
The Monsters are Due on
Maple Street
Deaths-Head Revisited
I Shot an Arrow into the Air
Walking Distance
Mirror Image
It’s a Good Life
In Praise of Pip
The Midnight Sun
Eye of the Beholder
AMY BOYLE JOHNSTON:
The Purple Testament
Number 12 Looks Just You
The Obsolete Man
The Shelter
On Thursday We Leave for Home
One For the Angels
Dust
Nothing in the Dark
Deaths-Head Revisited
A Game of Pool
Continued on following page
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MARK DAWIDZIAK:
The Monsters are Due on
Maple Street
The Obsolete Man
In Praise of Pip
Nightmare at 20,000 Feet
Nothing in the Dark
The Last Rites of Jeff Myrtlebank
Walking Distance
Dust
The Night of the Meek
The Passersby
NICK PARISI:
Walking Distance
The Monsters are Due on
Maple Street
Eye of the Beholder
The Howling Man
Shadow Play
A Stop at Willoughby
The Obsolete Man
To Serve Man
Time Enough at Last
A Game of Pool

GAIL FLUG:
Nothing In The Dark
Changing of the Guard
A Stop at Willoughby
Deaths-Head Revisited
Twenty-Two
Night Of The Meek
Time Enough at Last
Will the Real Martian
Please Stand Up?
The Masks
Eye of the Beholder

ANDY POLAK:
Walking Distance
The Obsolete Man
The Monsters are Due on
Maple Street
The Masks
Nick of Time
Five Characters in Search
of an Exit
A Piano in the House
The Invaders
The Lonely
A Stop at Willoughby

MARK OLSHAKER:
Deaths-Head Revisited
Walking Distance
The Last Flight
In Praise of Pip
The Trouble With Templeton
One For the Angels
Eye of the Beholder
Night of the Meek
Little Girl Lost
The Monsters are Due on
Maple Street

ROD SERLING WEB SOURCES
Official RSMF Facebook page
www.facebook.com/
RSMemorialFoundation
The Original Twilight Zone
Facebook group
www.facebook.com/groups/
TheTwilightZoneGroup
Dimensions of Imagination
Official page for the book
Rod Serling: His Life, Work,
And Imagination by RSMF
President Nick Parisi
www.rodserlingdimensions.com
Shadows and Substance
A great Rod Serling blog
written by RSMF member
Paul Gallagher
thenightgallery.wordpress.com

STEVE SCHLICH:
The Monsters Are Due on
Maple Street
Walking Distance
And When the Sky Was Opened
Nightmare at 20,000 Feet
Mirror Image
The Self-Improvement of
Salvadore Ross
Uncle Simon
The Jeopardy Room
The Howling Man
Nothing in the Dark

GORDON WEBB:
Walking Distance
Eye of the Beholder
The Monsters are Due on
Maple Street
Nothing in the Dark
I Shot an Arrow Into the Air
A Hundred Yards Over the Rim
Time Enough at Last
A Stop at Willoughby
On Thursday We Leave
for Home
The Shelter

ANNE SERLING:
Walking Distance
A Stop At Willoughby
Deaths-Head Revisited
In Praise of Pip
Night of the Meek
The Big, Tall Wish
The Monsters are Due on
Maple Street
The Shelter
One for the Angels
Where is Everybody?

SHELLEY YOUNG:
Time Enough at Last
To Serve Man
Will the Real Martian
Please Stand Up?
Walking Distance
Nick of Time
A World of His Own
I Sing the Body Electric
The Trade-Ins
The Long Morrow
A Most Unusual Camera

NATIONAL TWILIGHT ZONE DAY!

Night Gallery - Art of Darkness
Official page for the book
Art Of Darkness
www.facebook.com/
NightGalleryArtOfDarkness/
Anne Serling Books
www.facebook.com/
AnneSerlingBooks
The Twilight Zone Podcast
Hosted by Tom Elliot
www.thetwilightzonepodcast.com
SerlingFest 2022 Facebook page
www.SerlingFest2022.com
Twilight Zone on MeTV
Includes schedule, episode
guide and triva
metv.com/shows/the-twilight-zone

You Shop
Amazon Gives
When you join AmazonSmile you can make a
donation to the Rod Serling Memorial Foundation
every time you shop. Amazon will donate 0.5% of
eligible purchases to us. Sign up at

www.smile.amazon.com

Left: TZ Banner from nationaldaycalendar.com. Right: April 1, 1964, Rod
parachutes from a plane above Fort Bragg, NC, with the 82nd Airborne.
By Nick Parisi
May 11th is National Twilight Zone
Day. No one seems to know the
significance of this date as it does
not have any obvious connection
to the series, and whomever
established the date has not
been identified. Even the folks at
nationaldaycalendar.com are
clueless, posting: “National Day
Calendar continues to research
the founder of this day. However,
they seem to have slipped into The
Twilight Zone.”
Most who are reading this likely

celebrate “Twilight Zone Day”
virtually every day. But if we
had to pick one specific date,
October 2nd, the date of the
series’ 1959 debut would obviously
make more sense. Even June 19th,
the date the final original episode
aired in 1964 (“The Bewitchin’
Pool”) would work.
We’re partial to the suggestion
that the date 5/11 is in honor Rod’s
regiment during World War II, the
511th Parachute Infantry. That
may not be the official reason, but
it would certainly have pleased
Rod if it were the case.

BEYOND THE ZONE

Reviews of Obscure Productions from Rod Serling’s Career
By Tony Albarella

everyman performances. Lanier,
however, is both physically and
psychologically impaired by his
handicap; he spends all but the
last act feeling inept and unable
to rise to Kattell’s taunts and
challenges. The part demanded
a bit more subtlety than Warden
gave it.

Some years ago, I started this
column for our website. The goal
was to review and call attention
to Serling’s lesser-known television
productions. With the advent of our
newly-expanded newsletter, we’ve
decided to resurrect this column.
Some entries, like this one, will be
updated reprints; new reviews will
also follow in future issues.
Due to space restraints, this reprint
has been truncated. The original
version contains detailed excerpts
of Serling’s rich, vibrant dialogue,
and I encourage you to explore it
on the RSMF WEBSITE
“Noon on Doomsday”
The United States Steel Hour
Aired: April 25, 1956
Starring Jack Warden, Albert Salmi,
Everett Sloane, Phillip Abbott,
and Lois Smith
“Noon on Doomsday” is one of the
most infamous—if seldom-seen—
arrows in Rod Serling’s quiver. The
roots of the story extend to the
1955 murder of Emmett Till and the
subsequent acquittal of his killers.
Like millions of people, Rod Serling
was appalled by this miscarriage
of justice, and decided to tackle a
dramatic version of it for television.
The battle he fought and the
resistance he encountered is the
stuff of Serling lore; the incident
is one of the more high-profile
examples of the kind of censorship
that drove the writer to create the
fantasy realm of The Twilight Zone.
But since the episode has never
been released commercially in any
format, few people have seen it,
and questions remain. Did all the
backstage drama doom “Noon on
Doomsday” to mediocrity? Is the
final product any good at all?
Yes, and yes.
The teleplay begins with the acDuring an interview with Mike
Wallace aired on September 22,
1959, Rod Serling spoke about the
censorship of Noon on Doomsday.
Mike Wallace: Well, we hear a lot
about censorship of the writer on
TV, and a good deal about it in your
own case especially.
Rod Serling: Well, depending, of
course, on the dramatic treatment
you’re using, if you have the temerity to try to dramatize a theme that
involves any particular social controversy currently extant, then you’re in
deep trouble.

Left: Emmett Till; Right: cover page of Serling’s original script
quittal of John Kattell, a bully who
murdered an old man in a fit of
drunken rage. His lawyer, Rodney
“Rod” Grinstead, is a young, recognition-hungry man desperate
to climb out of the shadow of his
father, Frank, a retired judge. Lanier, a righteous New York reporter
covering the trial, is seen by the
town as a meddling outsider. Tension builds as Grinstead works up
to a confrontation with his father,
and Lanier (whose self-confidence
is weakened by a physical handicap, a clubfoot that causes him to
limp noticeably) teams with Felicia
Chinik, the victim’s daughter, to
expose Kattell and win a moral
victory where the legal battle had
failed.
This is prime Serling territory, and
even though much of his original
script’s relevance was stripped
away prior to production, the play
retains those moments of raw descriptive power that are Serling’s
hallmark. As in most of his work,
Serling added dimensionality to
his characters to create relatable
human beings. Rod Grinstead
rationalizes his actions as the price
to pay for establishing a career,
but knows his exploitation of the
case is wrong. Lanier is the conscience of the piece but is mired
Mike Wallace: For instance?
Rod Serling: Uh, a racial theme, for
example. My case in point, I think, a
show I did for the Steel Hour, some
years ago, three years ago, called
“Noon on Doomsday,” which was
a story which purported to tell what
was the aftermath, the alleged kidnapping in Mississippi of the Till boy,
the young Chicago Negro. And
I wrote the script using black and
white, initially, then it was changed
to suggest an unnamed foreigner.
Then the locale was moved from
the South to New England, and I’m
convinced they’d have gone up

in cowardice and self-pity. Kattell,
a self-loathing bully and murderer,
is not entirely beyond shame or
introspection.
The acting is fine, all around, but
that’s no surprise—the cast is
staffed with seasoned professionals. Albert Salmi (later to appear
in Twilight Zone’s “Execution,” “A
Quality of Mercy,” and “Of Late
I Think of Cliffordville”) is perfectly cast as the brutish Kattell, for
he excelled at playing this type
of heavy; the salt-of-the-earth,
rough, animalistic, uneducated
Alpha Male. Philip Abbott (“Long
Distance Call,” “The Parallel”)
easily handles his role as ethically-challenged lawyer Rodney
Grinstead. And Everett Sloane
(“The Fever,” “Patterns”) shines in
a part seemingly custom-tailored
for him, that of the play’s moral
compass: the grumpy and cynical
Frank Grinstead, who tries to lead
his son, and his entire town, out of
the darkness into which they have
wandered.
My only quibble is with the casting
of Jack Warden (“The Lonely,”
“The Mighty Casey”) as Lanier. Not
because the actor is not up to the
role—Warden delivers one of his
typically passionate, blue-collar

The production does have a
stagey quality, more so than many
other live dramas of the era, and
would have benefited from a
larger budget. The script called
for several outdoor scenes that
came off as anything but convincing. Lighting and sound issues
abound, although the quality of
the kinescoped recording is likely
at least partially responsible for
this. Such are the quirks of live television, and to fans of the medium,
the theater-like environment of
the plays actually lends them a
distinct charm.
Despite the alterations “Noon on
Doomsday” underwent, it still managed to at least partially mirror the
Emmett Till case. Several parallels
survived the network purge: the
rapid, pre-determined verdict, the
lionization of an admittedly guilty
murderer, a community closing
ranks against outside influence.
Serling’s disgust at the production
process caused him to all but
dismiss the final product. It isn’t his
best script, and certainly isn’t as
good as it could have been, sans
interference. But it’s significantly
better than Serling’s opinion would
indicate.
“Noon on Doomsday” is surely
deserving of a future commercial
release. Serling fans could appreciate it for the writer’s telltale dialogue and characterization, and
scholars and live TV fans would
welcome the preservation of a
teleplay that played a dramatic
role of its own in the annals of
television history.

to Alaska or the North Pole if, and
using Eskimos as a possible minority, except I suppose the costume
problem was a sufficient severity
not to attempt it, but it became a
lukewarm, eviscerated, emasculated kind of show.
Mike Wallace: You went along with
it, though.
Rod Serling: All the way. I protested.
I went down fighting, as most television writers do, thinking, in a strange,
oblique, philosophical way that better say something than nothing. In
this particular show, though, by the

time they had finished taking Coca-Cola bottles off the set because
the sponsor claimed that this had
Southern connotations, suggesting
to what depth they went to make
this a clean, antiseptically, rigidly
acceptable show. Why, it bore no
relationship at all to what we had
purported to say initially.

